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IN THE NAME OF GOD
Quiz – lesson 1
Full name: ………………

Time: 70 minutes

Teacher’s name: ……………….

Class: …………….

Grade: 10th

School name: ……………………

Row

Questions

Mark

Complete the following sentences with given words. (One word is extra)
natural , heard , lake , save , increase , hurt
1

1. Are you going to visit a …………………….. museum next Friday?

1.25

2. My brothers are brave. They always …………….…… animals from danger.
3. I can see some ducks on the …………………… .
4. last night we ………………………… a terrible noise
5. My sister had an accident yesterday. She was ………………… badly.

Complete the following words.
2

1. Cheetah lives in j _ _ngles.
2. They learn about the saving wil_li_e.
3. It’s raining. So you n _ _d to take an umbrella.

1.5

Complete the blanks with the correct words.

3

0.5

1. The fire fighters are trying to ……… ……… the fire.

2. ………… lives in the sea.
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4

Unscramble the letters and make words.
1. o – l – p – r – d – e – a
2. g – r – e – i – t

0.5

……………………………..
……………………………..

Complete with your own words.
1. The time after now is ………………. .
5

1.25

2. ………….. is the planet that we live on.
3. Killing animals for food or sport is called …………………. .
4. You should pay …………………... to your teachers when they are teaching.
5. Moghan …………….. is a nice place in the North-west of Iran.

Match the two parts. One is extra in the second part.
Cut
Increase
Take care
Destroy
Keep nature

6

nature
the trees
clean and safe
the number of endangered animals
weekend
of the injured animals

1.25

Put the words in two groups considering their natural home.
7

cow, duck, dolphin, goat, fish, horse

1.5

Group 1
Group 2

Circle the odd one out.
8

1. a) save

b) take care

c) protect

d) hurt

2. a) bear

b) wolf

c) duck

d) lion

3. a) harm

b) save

c) hurt

d) destroy

0.75
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Choose the best answer.

9

1. My daughter is in the hospital because she was ………………………… in a car accident.
a) protected
b)injured
c)hunted
d)saved
2. Which animal is not wild?
a) bear
b)cheetah
c)wolf
d)horse
3. A: Is your grandmother still alive?
B: Yes, She is …………… .
a) not dead
b) dead
c) alive
d) a & c
4. The Iranian lion……………..about 75 years ago.
a) lost
b) died out
c) hurt
d) changed
5. I don’t have any pen. Would you like a pencil …………..?
a) future
b) person
c) place
d) instead
6. Which one is not natural home for wild animals?
a) park
b) forest
c) plain
d) lake
7. Iranian cheetahs are among …………………………. animals.
a) endangered
b) safe
c) die out
d) increased
8. I will …………………………… to Tehran tomorrow.
a) travel
b) traveling
c) be traveled
d) going to travel
9. There's a good film on TV tonight. Are you…………… it?
a) watched
b) will watch
c) going to watch
d) watch
10. It’s not an English word. It’s French. What does it …………… ?
a) do
b) mean
c) save
d) increase
11. Is he going …………… all the rooms tonight?
a) paints
b) paint
c) painting
d) to paint
12. Iranian Cheetah is in danger. Now there are only a few of them alive. If people take
care of them, there is hope for it to live. We understand from these sentences, ……………… .
a) Now Iranian Cheetah lives in other countries.
b) There are a few Iranian Cheetahs in other countries
c) Humans should take care of them to save them.
d) There isn’t any Cheetah anymore.

3
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10

Match the words in column "A" with the words in column "B". There is one extra word in
"B".
A
B
1. wish ………….
2. not many …………..
3. protect …………..

a) A few
b) human
c) hope
d) keep

0.75

Make a correct sentence with disordered words

11

1. hurt / animals / nature / and / hunters / did/?
……………………………………………………………………………………. ?
2. car / to / am / my / tomorrow / I / wash / going.
…………………………………………………………………………………….. .
3. make / going / film / you / saving / to / about / nature / are / ?
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. ?
4. think / around 8 / come / I / the train / will / .
……………………………………………………………………………….. .

4

Put the words under the right column.
Azadi Tower – nature – Everest – Hafez – animal – Hamedan – student – tree
12

Common nouns

Proper nouns

2

Choose the correct answer.
13

1. I had (a /an ) egg, some bread and (a /an )glass of tea for breakfast.
2. (That / Those ) birds are from Africa.
3. (The / A) Persian Gulf is in (our/ the) country.
4. He will travel to ( china-China) in (april-April).

1.75
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Write the plural forms of the following nouns.
14

1. Box : ………………….
2. Hen : …………………..
3. life : …………………..
4. child : ……………………

1

Put each word under its correct heading.
15

shop – pain – camel – dictionary – zookeeper – love – taxi – fox – hotel – visitor
people

animals

places

things

ideas

2.5

Choose the sentences with falling intonation.
16

1. Where are you going?
2. Will you call me at 8:00?
3. She works in a zoo.

0.5

Read the following sentences. Circle the nouns and capitalize the proper nouns.
17

1. alfredo is an italian tourist.

3.75

2. iran is an amazing country with high mountains and beautiful nature.
3. newton was a great man who lived in england.

Answer the questions.
1. How will he travel to Mashhad next year?
………………………………………………………………..………… .
18

1.5
2. Will Mr Karimi take care of nature?
No, ………………………………………… .
3. What are you going to do this weekend?
……………………………………………………………………………………………….. .
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Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the given words.
19

1. Look at those black clouds. It…………(rain)
2. I am …………………….. some new books next week. (buy)
3. My little………………….. (brother) has two …………………….. (tooth) in his mouth.
4. There were a lot of ……………………….. (woman) in those …………………… (bus).
5. A lot of grey ………………. (wolf) live in forest.

1.75

Make questions.
20

1. My uncle will travel to Shiraz.
Who …………………………………………………?
2. They are going to buy some books.
What ………………………………………………..?
3. I'm going to buy a laptop next month.
When ………………………………………………………?

1.5

Write negative sentences in will future.
21

1. She/ read/ the book.
…………………………………………………. .
2. We/ listen/ to the radio.
………………………………………………….. .

1

Read the passage and answer the questions.
Maryam is talking to Mr. Razavi about panda. Panda is an endangered animal. This
beautiful animal lives in bamboo forest of China. Humans destroyed these forests recently.
Pandas don’t have any place to live or anything to eat. There are a few pandas alive now.
22 The Chinese are trying to make bamboo forests for pandas. They ask everyone in the
country to help them.
1. Who is talking to Mr. Razavi?
……..…………………….………………… .
2. Where do pandas live?
……………………………………………… .
3. Are there many pandas alive?
……………………………………………….. .

2
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4. Panda is an endangered animal.
T
F
5. The Iranians are trying to make bamboo forests for pandas.

T

F

Let's think you and your family are going to a picnic on Friday.
23

1. Where will you choose?
…………………………………………………………………………… .
2. What will you do for saving nature?
…………………………………………………………………………… .

2

Write a paragraph about your future.
24

I want to be ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. .
Good luck

2.5

40
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IN THE NAME OF GOD
Quiz (answers) – lesson 1
Full name: ………………

Time: 70 minutes

Teacher’s name: ……………….

Class: …………….

Grade: 10th

School name: ……………………

Row
1

1. natural

2
3

1. junngles
1. put out

4
5
6

1. leopard
2. tiger
0.5
1. future
2. Earth
3. hunting
4. attention
5. plain
1.25
1. Cut the trees
2. Increase the number of endangered animals
1.25
3. Take care of the injured animals 4. Destroy nature 5. Keep nature clean and safe
1.5
Group 1
cow
goat
horse

7

2. save
2. wildlife
2. whale

Group 2
8
9

10

11

Questions
3. lake
4. heard
3. need

duck

1.5
0.5

dolphin

fish

1. d) hurt
2. c) duck
3. b) save
1. b)injured
2. d)horse
3. d) a & c
4. b) died out
5. d) instead
6. a) park
7. a) endangered
8. a) travel
9. c) going to watch
10. b) mean
11. d) to paint
12. c) Humans should take care of them to save them.
1. wish : hope
2. not many : a few
3. protect : keep
1. Did hunters hurt nature and animals?
2. I am going to wash my car tomorrow.
3. Are you going to make film about saving nature?
4. I think the train will come around 8.
Common nouns
nature
animal
student
tree

12

13

5. hurt

1. an – a

2. those

Mark
1.25

3. the - our

Proper nouns
Azadi Tower
Everest
Hafez
Hamedan
4. China - April

0.75
3

0.75

4

2

1.75
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14
15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22

1. boxes
people
zookeeper
visitor

2. hens
3. lives
4. children
animals
places
things
camel
shop
dictionary
fox
hotel
taxi

1
ideas
pain
love

1. Where are you going?
3. She works in a zoo.
1. Alfredo – Italian – tourist
2. Iran – country – mountains – nature
3. Newton – man – England
1. He will travel to Mashhad by plane.
2. No, he won’t.
3. Based on student’s plans. For example: I’m going to visit my grandmother.
1. It’s going to rain
2. going to buy
3. brother - teeth
4. women - buses
5. wolves
1. Who will travel to Shiraz?
2. What are they going to do?
3. When are you going to buy a laptop?
1. She won’t read the book.
2. We won’t listen to the radio.
1. Maryam is talking to Mr. Razavi
2. They live in bamboo forest of China
3. No, there aren’t.
4. T
5. F

2.5
0.5

3.75
1.5
1.75

1.5
1
2

23 Let's think you and your family are going to a picnic on Friday. (based on student’s idea)

2

24 Write a paragraph about your future. (based on student’s idea)

2.5

Good luck

40

